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Being green at ben and jerry's

Position: Garde is so synonymous with the NBA that the league's official logo features his likeness. West and the N.B.A. have changed hands for more than three decades, since the day he joined the Los Angeles Lakers in 1960 as a raw rookie in 1960, as he presided over the Lakers as their head coach.
West played 14 seasons, collected 25,192 points, went to nine N.B.A. finals, was selected to 14 All-Star games, and suffered a broken nose at least nine times. He even coached Los Angeles for three seasons and was successful in that effort. West earned several nicknames over the years. First he was
Zeke of Cabin Creek, beating in his humble roots in west Virginia coal country. He was Mr. Clutch, a reference to his exploitation under pressure. And he was Mr. Outside, supplementing the jump shooting to fellow Lakers superstar Elgin Baylor, Mr. Inside. West has had tremendous range in his shot,
trigger hair release, and deadly precision. He made nearly half of his field-goal efforts for his career, many coming from beyond what is currently a 3-point line. West Gunners, however, were not one-dimensional. He driven to the basket with authority and was typically ranked among the league leaders in
free-throw attempts. He defended stubbornly and earned four years running on the all-defensive point team. And he was a willing passerby, once leading the NBA in assists. Rebound? He had more than 50 of them. West was born on May 28, 1938, in Chelian, West Virginia, bordering cabin Creek. Jerry
grew up practicing basketball on a dirt surface until his hands cracked and it was too dark to see. He often practiced on his own, and that was good with West, a shy, modest kid who dreamed of following the legendary hot Rod Hondley to West Virginia University and to the N.B.A. After leading East Bank
High School to the state championship in 1956, West chose his colleges but remained true to his hikers. Though just shade over six feet in high school, West jumped exceptionally well. He liked to lurk under the basket until the other team proceeded to stop, then springed and took the ball off swat
backboard, a legal maneuver in those days. As a senior 6'2 in West Virginia, he averaged 16.5 rebounds per game from his forward position. He did not become a guard until his first year playing with the Lakers. West was voted outstanding player in the 1959 NCAA Tournament after scoring 160 points in
five games. But the Mountaineers lost to California in the championship game. In 1960, West captained the U.S. Olympic team in Rome. The Lakers, who moved from Minneapolis to Los Angeles for the 1960-61 season, took him with a second pick in the 1960s in the 1960s in the 1960s in the 1960s. The



Lakers tapped Wests coach Fred Shaws in West Virginia for his coach. West played tentatively early in his rookie season and Crack the starting lineup until mid-season. But he worked hard over the summer afterwards to develop his left-handed dribble. He started driving further, creating more openings
for his jump shot, and his goalscoring average went from 17.6 to 30.8, the fifth-best in the NBA. He and Baylor were praised as the greatest one-two punches in history, and the Lakers were projected as the next N.B.A. dynasty. The dynasty never materialized because of the Lakers' repeated failures in
the N.B.A. finals. In 1962 against Boston, the Lakers thremealed two games to a high when West scored a last-second basket after stealing the ball from Bob Cossey. But Boston won Games 4 and 6 in Los Angeles and Game 7 at home to deny the Lakers. Los Angeles returned to the finals in 1963,
losing to Boston in six games, and 1965 losing again to Boston, this time in five games. In 11 playoff games that year, West averaged 40.6 points. Unfortunately, Baylor was out because of the injury. In 1968, the Lakers bought Wilt Chamberlain to take them out of the top. They roared into the final and
took the first two games from the Celtics. They then fell and eventually lost Game 7 at home. West was passionate with 41, 42 and 53 points and a double triple in Game 7. He was named mvp finalist. In 1970, the Lakers lost again in seven games, only now an opponent of the New York Knicks. West hit
one of the most memorable shots in basketball history, a 55-footer to send Game 3 into overtime. But for the seventh time in nine years, his team fell short in the final. The Lakers eventually ostracized their Demons in the 1971-72 season, led by WestN.A. on goal passes. They won 33 consecutive league
games, set a record with 69 wins and flattened New York in the final. West played two more seasons before retiring in 1974 at the age of 36. After a few years devoted to golf, traveling, and taking stock of his life, he returned to coaching the Lakers in 1976. He moved to the front office in 1979 and moved
up to his current position in 1982. The Lakers won six championships during their time as head coach and lost only once. West later assumed head coach duties for the fledgling Memphis Grizzlies franchise, but he left the club in the same straits as he started despite pushing the club into the FA Cup for
the first time in his history. West has the fifth highest scoring average (27.0) in NBA history, and he was elected to the Hall of Fame in 1979. For more on the greatest basketball players of all time, visit: Big Basketball PlayersGreat Basketball ForwardsGreat Basketball CentersGreat Basketball Coaches
November 20, 2014 4 minutes read in the early days of launching their now legendary brand, Ben and Jerry lived and breathed ice cream. I slept on their freezers for a few nights. But one thing was always more important than them. their friend . That, says Ben Cohen -- Ben who founded vermont's
famous ice cream in 1978 -- is the secret to their long-term working relationship. That's what they go through some long, stressful days, and help them to avoid serious conflicts. We chose to make our friend the most important thing, the way we work, whoever had the strongest feeling about it, made their
way, Ben told the entrepreneur during the celebrated social entrepreneurship conference in Red Hook, Brooklyn, earlier this fall.  This kind of compromise allowed co-founder Ben and his co-founder Jerry Greenfield to survive through many luxtheons and downs, including the company's takeover by
consumer products conglomerat Unilever in 20 years. It really helps to have a solid friendship with anyone you're doing it with before starting a business, says Ben.Image Credit: Ben &amp; Jerry'sRelated: Reality Check: You need to care about over BusinessBen and Jerry met himself at the gym in
seventh grade. (Running around the track, we were the two slowest, fattest kids in class.) The two stayed friends through college. Jerry failed to get into medical school, and Ben walked out of college to pursue a career as a potter, but didn't sell much. The hippie doubles out of luck decided to make a right
angle spin and go into business together. All we really liked to do together was eat and we decided it had to be a food business.  Ben &amp; Jerry's was almost a boughle business. With $8,000 between them, Ben and Jerry had decided that they wanted to bring a trendy food concept to a rural, college
town. It was limited to a vogel or ice cream. Fortunately, The Idea of The Begel turned out to be too expensive. Friends went to a restaurant-equipment store used outside Albany, N.Y., and tried to negotiate the cheapest possible prices on a double oven and other equipment. The owner of the old,
smoking shop, Lou, promised to give Ben and Jerry the best prices he could, but it wasn't enough. We couldn't handle the problems of The Siegel. And that's why we decided it had to be ice cream. To brush off on their business skills, they buy how to make leaflets written by the Small Business Bureau for
as little as 15 cents a piece. Ben and Jerry often worked seven days and 100 hours a week to get the first shop up and running. Some nights, they bother going home, opting to snooze on top of industrial freezers instead. Slowly, they went on to grow their first ice cream shop -- at a renovated gas station
in Vt. -- To a $300 million business renowned for quirky flavors like Fishfood and Cherry Garcia.Later career success lasted early startup campaigns. Most of it was that we tried to survive every week, Ben (left) and Jerry, a few years ago. Image credit: Ben &amp; Jerry'sAs partners, Ben and Jerry each
had absolute veto power if either of them felt strongly that a certain decision would send them in the wrong direction. But this decision-making authority was used very, very rarely. Primarily, childhood friends become multimillion-dollar business partners to either agree on what to do, or agree on the
opinion that the deciding factor in a particular situation. Ben and Jerry no longer make any pints of ice cream, but are still involved with the social missions of their namesake company, and the two remain friends today. The company they created is a leader in the movement to bring ethics into business --
which makes sense. From the very beginning, Ottos made Friendship Always Becomes First. The opinions expressed by the participants are their entrepreneurs. There seems to be a month or national day for everything, but for this, we will accept. National Ice Cream Month. If you're serious about your
ice cream, see if you're scooping on Ben &amp; Jerry's. Founded by Jerry Greenfield and Ben Cohen, the company has continued to make headlines since its founding. From his wacky flavors like Schweddy Ball (famously Saturday Night Live Skating with Alec Baldwin) to his ice cream graveyard for
retired flavors and company stances on specific issues - GMO labels, LGBT equality and climate justice, to name a few - there is no shortage of fodder for the ice cream company. To celebrate one of our favorite tasty treats, see how much you know about Ben &amp; Jerry -- the delicious ice cream
conglomeration that climbed its way out of a small ice cream shop in Burlington, Vt. to rank 299th on our Franchise 500 list, while simulating a huge retail presence.  Get a heaping discount to the book you love delivering directly to your inbox. We will feature a different book every week and share unique
deals you will find nowhere else. Strengthen your business knowledge and achieve your full entrepreneurial potential with unique entrepreneurial advantages. For just $5 per month, access premium content, webinars, an ad-free experience, and more! Plus, enjoy a free 1 year entrepreneur magazine
subscription. Entrepreneur Store scours the web for the newest software, gadgets &amp; web services. Explore our giveaways, bundles, Pay What You Want deals &amp; more. More.
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